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ELIMINATE BERMS,  
UNLOCK NUTRIENTS
While we may perceive that we are moving a lot of soil with our traditional ripper points, the reality is 
that they leave about 40% of the soil undisturbed. This creates berms below the soil surface. When 
roots hit these berms, they can turn and run across the top of the berm, ultimately funneling to the 
bottom of the trench, which is often closed by the smear left by traditional ripper points. 360 BULLET 
busts the berm.



KEY FEATURES

“ ”
Precision wing angle and pitch lifts and 
fractures across the soil profile without 
creating compaction under the wing,  
eliminating undisturbed berms to provide 
unrestricted root access to nutrients.

 IMPROVED ACCESS TO SOIL NUTRIENTS

The precision wing angle and pitch of the 14” wide 360 BULLET lifts and fractures 

the soil across the total profile, eliminating these berms to increase the roots’ 

access to nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, sulfur and water. 

The points move a lot more soil and break a lot more compaction layers.  But they 

do this extra work without burning a significantly larger amount of fuel or requiring 

much more horsepower. The vast majority of customers use the same tractor and 

the same gear as they do with traditional ripper points.

 READY TO RIP

360 BULLET ripper points are available for the following models: 

+ Case IH 870, 875, 530 and 730 ripper models 

+ John Deere 512 and 2730 ripper models 

+ Landoll 2410 and 2430 ripper models 

+ Kuhn Krause Dominator ripper models 

+ DMI 530 and 730 ripper models

Very impressed with @360yieldcenter 
Bullet ripper points. We raised the soil height 
significantly and broke a nasty compaction layer. 

-Dustin Christofferson
South Dakota

Aerodynamic design uses just incrementally 
more horsepower and fuel compared to 
traditional ripper points – no need to change 
tractors when you change to the 360 BULLET.

Rugged, fabricated design withstands impact. 
Wings are reinforced with hardening to 
improve wear-life and the nose cap is wear-
resilient cast.
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